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Harris

From: Harris <harris@zingsolutions.com>
Sent: Monday, 29 June 2020 07:43
To: nathangeffen@gmail.com; 'George Claassen'
Subject: Scam product 'promoted' by Tim Noakes

Sun 28 JunCape+Town

SUBSCRIBE
[ ]

NEWSWORLD

FOOD DOESN’T RHYME WITH FAT. BURN
15KG OF FAT WITHOUT NASTIES,
WORKOUTS OR FASTING
WORLD / SOUTH AFRICA

Special offer for Cape+Town citizens has been extended to 28
June inclusive!
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An endocrinologist, nutritionist, holder of Habilitation degree in Medicine at the Institute of Nutritional Science, South Africa – Tim Noakes,
tells the story.

When trying to fight obesity, people typically do it through diets, workouts,
pills or liposuction. However, the number of obese people continues to grow
as none of these methods is really effective.

The situation has changed with the appearance on the market of natural
weight loss formulas such as Ketovatru.

What is Ketovatru?
If you have deficiency in vitamin A – you eat oranges, if your phosphorus
level is low – you eat fish, to make up for vitamin C – you eat blackcurrant.
Only Ketovatru effervescent tablets contain trace elements that trigger fat
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burning process in the human body. They are super-antioxidants that not
only burn fat, but also normalize the work of the whole body
Ketovatru is a natural concentrate. One effervescent tablet contains 25
extracts, thanks to which the speed of fat burning increases 10-fold! It has
been clinically proven that Ketovatru speeds up metabolism, restores the
endocrine system, stimulates tissue regeneration and curbs the feeling of
hunger. The product is completely natural and boosts natural processes in
the human body. Since fat burns due to accelerated metabolism, a strict diet
is not required. A balanced nutrition is sufficient to keep the metabolism
going. Intense physical activity is not required either. A simple morning
gymnastics will be enough.
Main properties of Ketovatru:
- Burns fat
- Curbs appetite
- Normalizes hormonal balance
- Body detox and rejuvenation
- Improves body tone due to fat burning
One serving – one problem solved, while the whole course of
treatment triggers powerful burning of fat cells (including the most
stubborn visceral fat). It helps body detox, increases overall tone, and
improves skin condition.

Day 1
The preparatory phase of safe weight loss process.

Day 2
Discarding cholesterol and excess glucose from the body.

Day 3
Reducing cravings for junk food and hunger attacks

Day 4
Activation of body fat lipolysis.
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Day 5
Cleansing the body of residual lipoid compounds.

Day 6
Acceleration of metabolism, prevention of accumulations of new fat.

Day 7
The correct assimilation of PFC. Proteins are digested, while fats and
carbohydrates are converted into energy.

Day 8
Normalization of the digestive tract by removing toxins from the body.

Day 9
Improved work of the immune system and metabolic processes.

Day 10
Securing results achieved after the 10-day cycle.

Recommended course of treatment - 1 month.
Daily intake burns up to 500 grams of fat a day! Up to 15 kilograms
per month.

In our country, this product has already established itself as a favourite
formula amongst competing bodybuilders, who quickly need to slim down
and keep a low percentage of body fat.

Due to quicker metabolism occurring in people taking Ketovatru,
subcutaneous fat in problem areas can burn at a rate up to 500 grams a
day! Ketovatru is effective even when the excess weight is due to disorders
of hormonal origin. If you are prone to overweight, this is what you need!
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Results achieved after a 47-day intake of Ketovatru

Results achieved after a 45-day intake of Ketovatru
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Results achieved after a 33-day intake of Ketovatru

Expert comments and clinical research
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Michael Mol
Nutritionist, endocrinologist.
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An endocrinologist at the South Africa National Medical Research University
since 1993.

Holder of Doctorate degree in Medicine.

Work experience: 27 years.
The most important thing when trying to lose weight is not to harm your body.
Unfortunately, this is not the case for most popular slimming ways. One
cannot be permanently on a diet and not everyone could cope with it either.
Frustrated, people start taking tablets, the vast majority of which only inhibits
the body, causing hormonal, immune system and liver disorders. Weight
loss process should be natural without violating the internal processes of the
body. Today, Ketovatru is the only product that meets these requirements.
This powerful fat burner boosts metabolism and burns fat mass at least 10
times faster. I am convinced that this is the best way to go that modern
dietetics science has to offer. This is a reliable product that could be fully
trusted.

Clinical trial
A group of test subjects (297 persons), who had excess weight
took Ketovatru every day during a month as a supplement without changing
their regular diet. The results of the trial are the following:
1.Loss of from 12 to 15 kg of fat.
– when losing 15 kg – 95%
– when losing 12 kg – 100%.
*In this case, losing means losing fat mass and its absence for a month.

2. Notable improvement of metabolism.

3. Increase of energy and physical activity.

4. Liver and endocrine system improvement.
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It’s proved that Ketovatru strongly influences speed-up of metabolism and
fat burning. "Ketovatru" is recommended to people who have excess
weight, metabolic disorders and diabetes.

How to get Ketovatru weight loss product at a discount?
"Ketovatru at an up to 75% discount" special offer is almost over.
They’ve almost run out of the batch sent by the Institute of Nutritional
Science, it’s now available in Bali province because it entered this
region’s market later.
In Cape+Town, the special offer is live up to 28 June inclusive! To buy this
product at a 75% discount, you have just to fill in a form on the official site of
“Ketovatru” and wait for a call to confirm your order.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Official suppliers of Ketovatru™ have accepted to provide
free samples exclusively to our readers for a limited

period.
(FREE SAMPLES ARE SOLD OUT EVERYDAY - CLAIM YOURS NOW
BEFORE THEY'RE ALL GOING)
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IMPORTANT: In clinical trials, it has been proven that you MUST use
this product DAILY to achieve similar results.

Update: There are only 2 samples left. End of the free promotion
example: Sunday, June 28, 2020

Do not worry!

Our couriers change masks and gloves every 2 hours. The process of
delivery and payment passes without contact.

Click on the wheel!

Try to get a discount or get it completely free of charge! * When ordering
the full course of treatment.

SPIN
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Comments

Eloise Savage
OMG! I bought it at a 75% discount! I’ll definitely try it and report the results. I’m entering a University this year,
want to start a new life with a new body shape. I suffered the boys’ assaults in school, everyone believed I was fat.
Now I’m gonna lose a dozen of kilos and be the queen!

Tim Noakes
Dear Eloise, the main point here is to avoid overdose: the weight loss product is very powerful, you can lose as much
as 20 kilos instead of a dozen.

Phoebe Hardy
I managed to lose 31 kg. My weight was 94 kg. I remember how hard it was in the very beginning, remember all
those doubts – would I succeed or not, would this be effective or not… It’s hard when no one supports you,
especially if you weight is really large, but Ketovatru burnt all those kilos… You know, it’ll be time to retire for me
soon, I didn’t expect to get such a result!
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Girls, ignore anyone who says you’ll fail, who says you won’t succeed. I succeeded regardless to having 3 kids. You
can lose even more kg! I recommend Ketovatru to everyone, it’s the only thing that managed to help me.

Elizabeth Curtis
The special offer is already over in my city, but my friend bought several packets timely and shared them with me.
Unfortunately, I can’t boast of a long-lasting result because I’ve been taking Ketovatru for just a week. You won’t
believe it, but I lost 3 kg during the first 7 days, now there’re just 18 kg left to lose! I’ll do it! No doubts :)

Libby May
Hey everyone, I tried taking Ketovatru, but I lost only 4 kg in a month :(
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Tim Noakes
Libby, it means that you didn’t read Instructions for use properly (see “method of administration”), please read it
again, read it carefully, and begin to take a weight loss product, following the guidelines closely!

Sophia Cooper
Hi! I lost 41 kg in 2 months thanks to Ketovatru, a decent amount of time has passed and my weight remains stable!
Here’s my photo:

Leah Khan
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I managed to lose weight, too! Good luck everyone, I keep my fingers crossed for you!

Morgan Clements
I’m big-boned, but Ketovatru was really helpful, the “before-after” difference is huge. I didn’t expect to be able to
lose almost 40 kg (I’ve only lose 37 kg so far) at my age. I feel great! This solution is ideal for people like me! I
definitely recommend Ketovatru! Here’re my results:
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Jude Moran
My weight was 90 kg before I began taking Ketovatru. I used to be slim when I was young, but then I gradually gained
belly fat and love handles with age. When I was 35, I realized it’s time to get the things right. I spent almost a year
working out, but couldn’t get my normal body shape. Then I added Ketovatru to my diet and turned into a person
whom I remember to be a young me literally in several weeks. Now I take care of my body shape and always have
some Ketovatru in reserve.
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Maisie Fleming
Ketovatru really saved me. Several years ago, I got in a car accident after which I couldn’t move for 8 months. I
gained 32 kg while being a bed patient! I gradually began to walk with a walking stick, but exercises were out of the
question, I was too weak, my weight made the case even more complicated. I tried Ketovatru for the first time when
my friend shared it with me. She gave me two packets as a present. Of course, I didn’t really hope on it, just decided
to give it a try. I took it 3 times a day. I noticed the first changes in a week. Not that I lost a lot of weight, but it felt
like my body speeded up, began to digest food faster and so on. I physically felt my metabolism increasing. I lost 4 kg
during the first 2 weeks without changing anything in my lifestyle! I lost the other 26 kg in about 3 months. I’m very
glad and I believe that I was just lucky to get it from my friend and give it a try. Don’t know what the situation would
be otherwise, maybe, my weight would still be 89 kg.
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Lily Chadwick
If you begin to gain weight after giving birth, you should urgently get rid of it training on a running machine for
several hours, but I heard that it’s harmful for the joints – in fact, it’s just jumping with excess weight, the joints can’t
deal with it. The other option is to take Ketovatru, as I did, it’s very convenient to recover with its help. Have a look
at my achievement in the picture below! I keep it up ;)
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Jodie Howell
What about just stopping to eat? Ok, when you’re a child, you just eat if they give you food. But you’re an adult
woman, can’t you just control yourself and not eat?
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Tim Noakes
Jodie, in case you didn’t know it, some people are genetically prone to obesity, no diet and no medication helps.
You’re lucky if you aren’t, but believe me, not everyone is that lucky.

Irina Sokolova
Hilary, I hardly eat, it doesn’t help. My weight is at a standstill, it doesn’t decrease.

Maddison King
Your idea that only nutritionists know about Ketovatru sounds surprising for me. Thank you! I lost almost 30 kg after
undergoing just a single course of Ketovatru, really big changes, large changes, I dare say. Of course, I don’t stuff
myself with cakes, but I also don’t restrict myself from eating everything else. I eat potatoes if I want to eat potatoes.
BEFORE AND AFTER PHOTO
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Yasmin Atkins
Why to standardize everyone? Why should everyone be thin? As for me, my weight is 79 kg while my height is 167
cm and I’m not ashamed of it. I love my look and feel great! Joseph Merkola
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Tim Noakes
Yasmin, it’s just the trends and fashion of the 21st century that make the girls go to extremes and look like models.
As a rule, these extremes affect their health. That’s why we created a weight loss product that is able to help to lose
weight without damaging your health.

Emily Austin
GIRLS! I NEED TO LOSE 9 KG URGENTLY!!!!!!!!!! I STAYED AT HOME FOR HALF A YEAR AND DIDN’T NOTICE MYSELF
GAINING WEIGHT. WHAT IS TO BE DONE?? SOS!! I CAN’T KEEP DIETS, I HAVE NO WILL POWER, I FAIL THE DIETS AND
THEN GAIN MORE WEIGHT. GYM ISN’T FOR ME, TOO, IT’S TOO BORING AND I’M TOO LAZY……………………………………

Tim Noakes
Emily, laziness isn’t the best personal quality, but you’re lucky because Ketovatru is exactly what you need.
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Kiera Hooper
is official site of the manufacturer the only place where one can buy Ketovatru or is it also sold in any other online
stores?

Tim Noakes
Kiera, unfortunately, yes, it’s the only place. You see, the drugstores try to make money out of people while we try to
help them solve their health problems. They refused to sell it at the manufacturer’s price, so we had to ask for the
government’s support, and the Institute supported us by paying for a large


